Creating a cyberspace situational awareness environment will take more sophisticated tools and network sensors.

INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEMS AND MULTISENSOR DATA FUSION

Next-generation cyberspace intrusion detection (ID) systems will require the fusion of data from myriad heterogeneous distributed network sensors to effectively create cyberspace situational awareness.

The vast majority of security professionals would agree that real-time ID systems are not technically advanced enough to detect sophisticated cyberattacks by trained professionals. For example, during the Langley cyber-attack the ID systems failed to detect substantial volumes of email bombs that crashed critical email servers. Coordinated efforts from various international locations were observed as hackers worked to understand the rules-based filter used in counterinformation operations against massive email bomb attacks [1]. At the other end of the technical spectrum, false alarms from ID systems are problematic, persistent, and preponderant. Numerous systems administrators have been the subject of an ID system reporting normal work activities as hostile actions. These types of false alarms result in financial losses to organizations when technical resources are denied access to computer systems or security resources are misdirected to investigate nonintrusion events. In addition, when systems are prone to false alarms, user confidence is marginalized and misused systems are poorly maintained and underutilized.

ID systems that examine operating system audit trails, or network traffic [3, 8] and other similar detection systems, have not matured to a level where sophisticated attacks are reliably detected, verified, and assessed. Comprehensive and reliable systems are complex and the technological designs of these advanced systems that combine data fusion techniques and multi-sensor network monitoring.
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Real Secure and Computer Misuse Detection System (CMDS) have distributed architectures using rule-based detection, statistical-anomaly detection, or both.

A significant challenge remains for ID systems designers to combine data and information from numerous heterogeneous distributed agents (and managers) into a coherent process that can be used to evaluate the security of cyberspace. Multisensor data-fusion technology is an important avenue on the road toward the development of highly reliable intrusion detection and security-decision systems that identify, track, and assess cyberspace situations with multiple complex threats. (See Figure 1.)

ID System Data Fusion

Multisensor data fusion, or distributed sensing, is a relatively new engineering discipline used to combine data from multiple and diverse sensors and sources in order to make inferences about events, activities, and situations. These systems are often compared to the human cognitive process where the brain fuses sensory information from the various sensory organs, evaluates situations, makes decisions, and directs action.

Data-fusion technology has been applied most prominently to military applications such as battlefield surveillance and tactical situation assessment. Data fusion has also emerged in commercial applications such as robotics, manufacturing, medical diagnosis, and remote sensing [5].

The application of data fusion in technical systems requires mathematical and heuristic techniques from fields such as statistics, AI, operations research, digital signal processing, pattern recognition, cognitive psychology, information theory, and decision theory [5]. The functional application of multisensor data fusion to the art of intrusion detection is grounded in mathematical theory beyond the scope of this article. (See [5, 10, 12] for more detail.)

Input into a data fusion cyberspace ID system consists of sensor data, commands and a priori data from established databases. For example, the system input would be data from numerous distributed packet sniffers, system log files, SNMP traps and queries, user profile databases, system messages, and operator commands. The output of data fusion cyberspace ID systems would be estimates of the identity (and possibly the location) of an intruder, the intruder’s activity, the observed threats, the attack rates, and an assessment of the severity of the cyberattack.

In a typical military command and control (C2) system, data fusion sensors are used to observe electromagnetic radiation, acoustic and thermal energy, nuclear particles, infrared radiation, noise and other signals. In cyberspace ID systems the sensors are different because the environmental dimension is different. Instead of a missile launch and supersonic transport through the atmosphere, cyberspace sensors observe information flowing in networks. However, just as C2 commanders are interested in the origin, velocity, threat, and targets of a warhead, network security personnel are interested in the identity, rate of attack, threat, and target of malicious intruders and criminals.

Waltz [12] described the generic sensor characteristics of a multisensor fusion system. These generic characteristics can be applied to next-generation cyberspace ID systems. We introduce these characteristics based on the Waltz model:

Detection performance is the detection characteristics, such as false alarm rate, detection probabilities and ranges, for an intrusion characteristic against a given “noisy” background.

Spatial/temporal resolution is the ability to distinguish between two or more cyberintrusions in space or time.

Spatial coverage is the span of the coverage or field of view for the sensor, (such as the spatial coverage of a network sniffer might be the LAN segment it is monitoring.)

Detection/tracking modes is the mode of operation of the sensor, such as staring or scanning; single or multiple cybertarget tracking, or capable of multimode operation.

Target revisit rate is the rate at which a cybertarget or intrusion is revisited by the sensor to perform measurements.

Measurement accuracy is the statistical probability that the cyberspace measurement or observation is accurate.

Measurement dimensionality is the number or mea-
measurement variables between cybertarget categories.

Hard vs. soft data reporting is the status of the sensor reports, such as can a decision be made without correlation, or does the sensor require confirmation.

Detection/tracking reporting is the characteristic of the sensor to report individual cyberevents or does the sensor maintain a time-sequence of the events.

Real-time human decision-making processes are supported by information derived from the fusion process. At the lowest level of inference, a data fusion cyber ID system would indicate the presence of an intruder or an attack. At the highest level the inference could be an analysis of the threat and the vulnerability. Figure 2 illustrates the hierarchy of ID data fusion inferences for a cyberthreat.

Decision-support systems for situational awareness are tightly coupled with data fusion systems. The basic decision system—observe-orient-decide-act (OODA)—is the classic decision-support mechanism used in military information operations. OODA provides a cognitive mapping of the lowest level of cyber-inference to knowledge-based personnel actions. This cyberfusion process requires the utilization of techniques ranging from processing algorithms and statistical estimations, to heuristic methods such as template correlation, or expert systems to assess situations and threats in cyberspace.

The ID systems observe functions include the technical and human collection of data, comprising ID sensors, network sniffers, and computer system log files. The orient function includes data mining concepts to discover or learn previous unknown characteristics in the recorded data and computer files. The orient function also encompasses the application of templates for intrusion detection and association in data fusion processes.

In the decision function, cyberinformation is further refined into threat knowledge used in the determination of an appropriate action or countermeasures. Act functions include both automated and human responses. Simple responses to cyberattacks may be automated, however, more complex decisions will always require human intervention.

The OODA decision-support process may be mapped into the three levels of abstractions. Data is the measurements and observations. Information is the data placed in context, indexed, and organized. Knowledge or intelligence is information explained and understood. These abstractions make up the ID data-fusion model, illustrated in Figure 3, introduced by Waltz [11] for physical targets.

Cyberspace situational data is collected from sniffers and other ID sensors with primitive observation identifiers, times of observation, and descriptions. This raw data will require calibration or filtering and is commonly referred to as Level 0 Refinement in fusion models. All of these measurements must be aligned to a common frame of reference. This alignment is referred to as Level 1 Object Refinement where data is correlated in time (and space if required) and assigned weighted metrics based on the relative importance. Observations may be associated and paired in this step of the process and classified according to ID primitives.
After objects have been aligned, correlated, and placed in context in an information base, aggregated sets of objects are then detected by their coordinated behavior, dependencies, common points of origin, common protocols, common targets, correlated attack rates, or other high-level attribute. This step, called Situation Refinement, provides situational knowledge and awareness.

Situation knowledge of cyberspace is used to analyze objects and aggregated groups against existing ID templates to provide an assessment of the current situation and suggest or identify future threatening attacks or cyberspace activity. Correlation between the Level 3 Threat Assessment and the security policy and objectives determine the implications of the current situation base. The entire process is refined via Level 4 Resource Management based on the current situational awareness (and additional data as required) to further refine detection. For example, certain objects and subjects of interest may receive a higher processing priority, forming an ID-data fusion feedback loop.

This ID model is a deductive process used to detect previously known patterns in many sources of data by searching for specific intrusion signatures and templates in data streams to understand the state of the network security. As networks continue to evolve in complexity, the number of objects, situations, threats, sensors and data streams dramatically increase, presenting a very complex challenge for advanced ID systems designers.

### ID Systems Data Mining

ID cyberspace data mining is an offline knowledge creation process where large sets of previously collected data are filtered, transformed, and organized into information sets. This information is used to discover hidden, but previously undetected situational patterns.

Data mining is often called “knowledge discovery” and is distinguished from the data fusion process by two important characteristics: inference method and temporal perspective [11]. Data fusion uses known ID templates and pattern recognition. Data mining processes search for hidden patterns based on previously undetected intrusions to help develop new detection templates. In addition, data fusion focuses on the current state of the network based on past data; data mining focuses on new or hidden patterns in old data to create previously unknown knowledge, illustrated in Figure 4.

Raw data from relevant network management and ID systems is collected and indexed in the data warehouse. A major technical issue is how to reconcile the raw data from many different formats and inconsistent data definitions. This process is a part of the data cleansing operation. Data cleaning performs checks to ensure that collected data is in correct ranges and limits, evaluates the overall consistency of the data, and ensures all indexed and referenced data and hierarchical relationships exist.

The initial data sets used in a data mining operation are selected in the data selection and transformation process. Data mining is normally performed on a small set and then extended to larger sets as patterns emerge and are validated. The data mining operation is performed on the selected data sets in either manual or automated modes. Waltz summarizes these operations in [12] for the physical realm:

- **Clustering** is when data is segmented into subsets that share common properties.
- **Association** is the analysis of both cause-and-effect and structure of relationships between data sets.
- **Statistical analysis** is performed to determine the likelihood of characteristics and associations in selected data sets.
Rule abduction is the development of IF-THEN-ELSE rules that describe associations, structures, and the test rules.

Link or tree abduction is performed to discover relationships between data sets and interesting connecting pattern properties.

Deviation analysis locates and analyzes deviations from normal statistical behavior.

Neural abduction is the process of training artificial neural networks to match data, extract node weights, and structure (similar to abducted rule sets).

As cybersensor information is mined into new ID knowledge, refined models are developed that seek to predict future events based on historical data. This process is known as “discovery modeling.” In addition, analysts require visualization tools to support the very well developed human process of pattern recognition. The entire data mining process is refined by adjusting parameters, sets, and associations in lower-level processes.

Both the data mining and fusion process are in the very early stages of technical development. However, as networks continue to grow and the expanding realms of cyberspace evolve, the marketplace will drive ID systems toward next-generation capabilities. Integrated reasoning and decision-support tools are emerging requirements for robust and reliable intrusion detection in complex internetworks.

Challenges in IS Systems Fusion
This discussion illustrates the complexity of designing reliable ID systems. These systems are required to fuse data and information from heterogeneous distributed cybersensors, where cybersensors are broadly defined as all hardware–software devices collecting cyberspace situational information (for example, processor and network events that may be evidence of intrusion). One of the first challenges is to extend the groundwork introduced by Denning in [3] to develop a structured metalanguage for generic ID–network management objects. A standard metalanguage is required for Level 0 and Level 1 Object Refinement, data storage, cleansing, and primitive correlation.

Data refinement is simplified when a common metalanguage for both intrusion detection and network management exist. The temporal calibration of numerous streams of raw data from heterogeneous sources are also required. Internetworking protocols are evolving and may be used to synchronize objects and events in a distributed Internet environment. However, the security of TCP/IP information flows remain a critical issue.

Correlation in physical space compares observations to a physical coordinate system (for example, the Euclidean distance between two measurements) to determine if there is a common source. Correlation in cyberspace requires the comparison of observations based on a different set of parameters such as source (IP address), network path, session flow, or behavior. The automated identification and tracking of dynamic intrusion subjects (suspected intrusion events) in cyberspace are also formidable technical challenges. Imagine intruders executing TCP-based attacks from numerous geographically dispersed networks, or initiating attacks with one network connection and continues with another, sequentially changing IP addresses. Tracking and assessing the threat of these classifications of cyberattacks require new technical solutions. These topics have not been adequately addressed, however, the threats to critical infrastructures are emerging.

Hall [5] discusses mathematical techniques for multisensor data fusion. The application of these techniques to cyberspace ID systems is also quite complex. At the lowest level of inferences is the process of data association. These are example fusion concepts related to data association that are also requirements for cyberspace ID systems:

Gating. Methods used to eliminate unlikely associations to reduce the number of associated pairs of network events to evaluate.

Association. The selection of metrics used to quantify the closeness or similarity between observed events.

Assignment. Selection of the events to declare to be associated with the intrusion hypothesis, and hypothesis processing.

Parametric data is used to estimate basic parameters of network events. Estimation theory is required to infer intrusion attack rates, attack targets, origins
The current state-of-the-art of ID systems is relatively primitive with respect to the recent explosion in computer communications, cyberspace, and electronic commerce. Organizations fully realize that cyberspace is a complex realm of vital information flows with both enabling and inhibiting technical factors. Identifying, tracking, classifying, and assessing hostile and inhibiting activities in this ever-growing complex dimension is an enormous and fascinating technical challenge.

Multisensor data fusion is a multifaceted engineering approach requiring the integration of numerous diverse disciplines such as statistics, artificial intelligence, signal processing, pattern recognition, cognitive theory, detection theory, and decision theory. The art and science of data fusion is directly applicable in cyberspace for intrusion and attack detection.

Dynamic cyber-data-mining operations are required to develop new ID models based on historical data in data warehouses. Hence, a significant research and development effort is required to bring next-generation ID systems into the commercial marketplace. I hope this article, in some small way, stimulates the neurons of engineers and scientists interested in Internet security and, in particular, the research and development of advanced ID systems and cyberspace situational awareness.
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